A new algorithm for automatic Outlier Detection in GPS Time Series
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Nowadays continuous GPS time series are considered a crucial product of GPS permanent networks, useful in many geo-science fields, such as active tectonics, seismology, crustal deformation and volcano monitoring (Altamimi et al. 2002, Elósegui et al. 2006, Aloisi et al. 2009). Although the GPS data elaboration software has increased in reliability, the time series are still affected by different kind of noise, from the intrinsic noise (e.g. thropospheric delay) to the un-modeled noise (e.g. cycle slips, satellite faults, parameters changing). Typically GPS Time Series present characteristic noise that is a linear combination of white noise and correlated colored noise, and this characteristic is fractal in the sense that is evident for every considered time scale or sampling rate. The un-modeled noise sources result in spikes, outliers and steps. These kind of errors can appreciably influence the estimation of velocities of the monitored sites. The outlier detection in generic time series is a widely treated problem in literature (Wei, 2005), while is not fully developed for the specific kind of GPS series.

We propose a robust automatic procedure for cleaning the GPS time series from the outliers and, especially for long daily series, steps due to strong seismic or volcanic events or merely instrumentation changing such as antenna and receiver upgrades. The procedure is basically divided in two steps: a first step for the colored noise reduction and a second step for outlier detection through adaptive series segmentation. Both algorithms present novel ideas and are nearly unsupervised. In particular, we propose an algorithm to estimate an autoregressive model for colored noise in GPS time series in order to subtract the effect of non Gaussian noise on the series. This step is useful for the subsequent step (i.e. adaptive segmentation) which requires the hypothesis of Gaussian noise. The proposed algorithms are tested in a benchmark case study and the results confirm that the algorithms are effective and reasonable.
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